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Introduction

Modern states appear to be dissolving. Enormous violence plagues their dissolution. The day-to-day lives of residents are up-rooted. Suffering results. The United Nations published a study in 1994, for example, that since 1900 there had been 19 million peoples killed in civil dislocations in contrast with the 69,229,000 persons killed in inter-state wars.1 Much of the intra-state violence was accomplished under the authority of the state. That is, officials, duly appointed by the state, carried out the killing as if their actions were legally authoritative.

State violence occurs in two different contexts. First, newly formed, geographically smaller territories claim recognition as sovereign states. In this circumstance, one state claims an identity with historical origins which separates the state from its 'colonial' master. Secession is the name of the day. The master and seceding state disagree as to who founded the state, when the state was founded, in what context and the freedom of choice of the 'populace' when the state was formed. This first manifestation of state violence has been exhibited in the present countries of Canada, the United Kingdom, Sri Lanka, Belgium, Italy, Spain, Nigeria, and Indonesia and in the former states of the USSR, Yugoslavia, and the Belgian Congo.

State violence has occurred in a second context. Sometimes simultaneously, sometimes as a precursor, sometimes as a postscript to the rise of a modern state, a closely-knit community, bonded from centuries of tribal customs, rejects the very sense of legal authority which is associated with the modern state. Such a phenomenon has recently been exhibited in Canada, Australia, Rwanda and Somalia.

What I wish to suggest is that, on occasion, the violence which has plagued our century has been coloured by the clash of two very different senses of legal authority. The competing senses of legal authority correspond with the two very different contexts of civil violence: the secession of one state from another on the one hand and the appeal to a radically different sense of legal authority on the other.
Modern Legal Authority as a Quest for a Foundation

The first sense of legal authority, associated with the modern state, accepts the claim that a foundation or source of authority exists in all human laws. Philosophers have described such a moment as an archimedean point, taking the word arché from the Greek sense of foundation. Such an archimedean point is postulated as real and as real in the legislative process. Such a quest for a source of foundation, Michel Foucault has argued, began in the early modern era when the sovereign European state was taking first monarchial form in the 1700’s (Foucault, 1991, 1980). Hannah Arendt has claimed that the search for an origin or grounding to human laws began with the Romans and their sense of the rule of law (Arendt, 1961). It is possible to read Plato’s Republic and Laws as reflecting a similar association of the rule of law with some founding moment of the state. Even Creon proceeded, at an early moment in Sophocles’ Antigone, as if his edict would not be legal unless he proceeded to ground his edict in the consent of the Councillors who represented the state. The key here, however, one interprets the historicity of the source or foundation of legality, is that juridical agents represent or signify the postulated originating source after the source was present. Human laws are posited after the archimedean point. Language can only reach so far in its representation of the foundation. For the foundation, to be a foundation or ultimate source, must be external to human laws. A presence with the arché is inaccessible from within the language of lawyers, judges, legislators and their agents.

In their act of representation, juridical agents function as surrogates for the originating moment of legal authority. Lawyers and judges, police persons and social workers, state psychiatrists and prison guards enforce human laws in the name of the law or the Rule of Law or Justice. Juridical officials are agents of the origin- nary arché point of the legal order. They can never gain a presence with the origin- nary foundation because the foundation pre-exists their historically contingent circumstances both in time and space. The best that juridical agents of the originating grounding can do is to picture the foundation. The picture is drawn cog- nitive, in the imagination of the agents. Sometimes, as with Thomas Hobbes, the picture is of a natural condition where creatures do not and cannot speak a language. Jean Jacques-Rousseau pictures a universal general will which transcends all particular wills in a society. On other occasions, as with Ronald Dworkin, the picture is of a “law beyond law” where all rational contradictions have been reconciled. The juridical official must have faith in such a world. Mystical intermediaries — Hercules and Hermes — intercede from on high and carry a cohesive theory of law to the “high priests” — the judges of the Supreme Court — of “law’s empire”. On still other occasions, as with Hans Kelsen, the picture projects a pyramid of norms with one single presupposed thought at the pinnacle of the pyramid. Even H.L.A. Hart postulates a concept of law which can only “approximate” a prior “pre-legal” condition before lawyers and judges set to their task of speaking and writing. The impersonality and the finality of humanly constructed laws differentiates a modern from what Hart and Kelsen call a “primitive” legal order. The picture of this external foundation, whatever its boundaries, dominates the lawyer’s enterprise in a modern state. The lawyer is “haunted” — Hart’s term — by the possibility that there was once upon a time a prior condition before human laws were posited. The picture encloses what the juridical agent can and cannot do. But one must not forget that the picture is produced cognitively, in the imagination of the legal agents of the imagined external- nity.

Two factors combine in the privileging of the externality of the foundation. For one thing, the trace of laws to an external grounding allows juridical officials to claim that human laws are separate from the personal whims and moral-religious rules of the officials. The Roman jurists played to such an impersonal grounding in order to legislate and to adjudicate over such culturally and linguistically diverse peoples as the Latins, Egyptians, Greeks, Gauls, Anglo-Saxons, Germans and Slavs. The Romans distinguished auctoritas from the poestas and potentia of the ruler. Poestas and potestia went to the effective power of the ruler; auctoritas went to the legitimacy of the ruler’s laws. A official’s auctoritas depend- ed upon the ruler’s role in state institutions rather than upon the ruler’s virtues. In contrast with the Greeks, the Roman sense of auctoritas dwelled external to and independent of the ruler’s personal virtues. Auctoritas delineated boundaries within which an official might act authoritative. What Plato described as mere opinion was, for the Romans, authoritative if auctoritas coloured the opinion. If an official acted within authoritative boundaries, his acts were considered intra vires; if outside, they were considered ultra vires. The vires juridified a humanity- motivated act. Auctoritas constrained an official from acting beyond delineated boundaries. The auctoritas even constrained the Emperor if he should claim to embody authority.

A second characteristic colours the originating grounding of a modern legal order. The originating grounding is believed to be external to the humanly posit- ed laws. This external situs of the ultimate foundation, external in time and space, distinguishes the foundation from historically contingent ordinarily authored laws. The externality of the foundation vis-a-vis ordinarily posited laws is criti- cal. Without such an externality, the foundation would not be a foundation, it would not finalize the posits of human laws. Without a finality, any one statute or judicial decision or executive act would be a transient or fragmentary expression. How could a rule or norm be posited if it were a transient fragment of text? Any one script would be subject to the scepticism that the script represented a binding law. For how could an object be considered binding if it might continually be changed like the ebb and flow of a river, as Heraclitus described? How could the object of such a script be recognized by a judge, let alone by a citizen, if the ultimate grounding of the fragment continually changed? And how could a rule be considered a general rule if it might exist as a governing ‘rule’ one minute and not the next? if it might apply to a person one minute and not the next? if it were not general because of its momentary character? For any script, such as a statute, to be considered authoritative, it must be locateable in a measurable time and
space. That is, one must be able to locate when and where the script was posited or laid down. That measurable time and space loci depends upon the success of a legal theory to suggest a final grounds or foundation for all humanly posited rules or principles. The consequence of the lack of finality in a series of legal texts is that the script of any one author is a testament to the particular author's personal will. The impersonality of the Roman sense of auctoritas thereby dissipates into the author's naked imposition of force. More, without finality, how could any one authored rule be considered posited? The rule would be a mere transient moment in the ever changing expressions of institutional sources. Only if one could interpret, act, decide or legislate as if some externally situated foundation authorized the interpretation or action: only then would an impersonality colour any socially contingent rule or norm.

The quest for an originating source or grounding of all legal rules and principles raises important issues concerning the civil violence of a modern state. How is it possible that so much pain may issue from the acts of legal officials in a modern state? Why does the authoritative origins of a stipulated rule elevate the violence of the state above the crass and vulgar action of the gangster? Does the impersonal finality in the otherwise infinite differentiations and fragments of legal language privilege why agents of the modern state may detain, repose, imprison, torture, and kill human subjects under the colour of authority? Does the finality distinguish the authority of such an agent as compared with that of a poet or novelist? Why is a judge's ruling authoritative in some circumstances and not so authoritative in others? Why does a judge consider an authoritative rule binding whereas a judge will consider a poem or novel or the moral offensiveness of certain acts as irrelevent to the authority of a juridical act? Do lawyers and judges seek out the final end of analytic reasoning rather than the truthfulness or wisdom of statements of non-knowers of the concepts of the reasoning? Or is the final end of reasoning the same first cause as the Truth of an act?

Another set of issues goes to the question, 'what institution best represents the final grounding of modern legal authority?'. Does the ultimate grounds rest in the sovereign legislature? Is the legislature subject to the rules of some basic text? Are the doctrines and rules of that text subject to the intent of the Founding Fathers of such a basic text? What grounds the basic text? Put differently, what do the juridical agents consider the grounding of the basic text? What drives juridical agents to desire such a grounding? Indeed, why must there be a foundation or final grounding to the positing of a rule? Is the foundation internal to the posited rules? Is the foundation the Head of the legal order? the King or Queen? the Parliament? the Prime Minister? Or is the foundation external to the internal relations of posited rules? If external, is the foundation inaccessible from within the language of posited rules? If so, is there a component of a modern legal order which cannot be attributed to human action? Is there an invisible author, such as the "general will" or rationally cohesive author of Dworkin's stripe, or an ultimate source, as in Kelsen's or Hart's case, hidden behind all juridical acts? Is the foundation of the legal order an a priori concept or thought? Whether an author or an a priori concept, does the foundation lack an object to which it can refer? For how could an author or a concept be a foundation if it still referred to another object? Wouldn't that object be the foundation?

If the foundation lacks a referent, if it is an in itself that is, is the foundation also nameless in that the foundation can only be symbolized rather than signified? That is, can one represent the foundation or archet point of legal authority in language? If the foundation is inaccessible from within a language of posited laws, does that inaccessibility possess a divine quality? If so, what is the character of the constraint towards which the juridical agent feels bound as we interpret authored texts? How can a source or grounds constrain a human agent if the source lacks a referent and remains nameless? Do posited rules merely approximate the inaccessible foundation? If so, do the posited rules construct the identity of the foundation, all the while that the foundation remains inaccessible to the agents? Are the agents constrained by the mediation of a ghost-like figure? Is this ghostly source divine in that human agents cannot recognize, picture, imagine, perceive or conceive it except through humanly authored instruments?

The key to these questions, I believe, lies in the certain belief in a modern legal order that, at bottom, there is a foundation or archet or originating moment to all juridical acts. If juridical act were merely transient, then there would be little to differentiate it from the personal act of an arbitrary gangster, it is thought. The transient personal act too would be arbitrary. There would be no way to ascertain that a juridically authorized act was 'law' except the efficacy of that act. There would be little to colour any act of a state official with impersonality. And there would be little to justify the state's monopoly over authoritativey imposed coercion. The result is that all juridical officials function as surrogates for the originating grounding whose identity is without form or substance until officials begin to give it an identity.

The Laws of Early Amerindian Tribes

Let me now turn to the tribal laws of Amerindian tribes prior to the invasion of the Europeans. I shall confine myself to the tribes which lived in the territory presently known as Canada.

Prior to the European invasions five hundred years ago, no single Indian language nor single Indian culture inhabited present-day Canada. Yet, despite their differences, the indigenous clans and tribes seemed to share a similar sense of 'what is law?'. The authority of laws shared amongst the indigenous inhabitants of a tribe was bodily, experiential, unwritten, unauthored, and closely identified with nature.

For the tribe, in the first place, the time and place of the origin of laws was unknown. One could not even trace tribal laws to some foundational source such as we can with a modern state, to some Founding Father or natural disaster or
transcendent concept or *Grundnorm*. Tribal laws were deeply rooted in tribal culture so as to generate ‘givens’ within the tribe. The village and tribal councils did adjudicate disputes between members of different clans within the village. But what the tribal councils considered as ‘law’ was not legislated or authored by some earlier or superior council (Trigger, 1969, pp. 73-4). Issues were usually discussed until a general consensus was reached. Even the tribal and village councils of the Confederacy of the Hurons, a group of tribes sometimes likened to a state, did not function as authors of the tribal laws. The Confederacy of the Hurons met each spring for several weeks. Their meetings were formal. Representatives of each tribe and village were given an opportunity to respond to questions through a language, called *acwentonch*, which was different from the everyday languages of tribal members. And yet, despite the formalism of procedure and language, the Confederacy was organized about local clan groupings which refused to surrender their “authority” over their internal affairs to any higher body. The council of the Huron Confederacy could not enforce its decision upon a delinquent clan or clan member. The Council could only recommend. The clan chiefs had to consent to any recommendation of the Huron council. The chiefs, in turn, had to gain the verbal support of particular clan members.

Secondly, tribal laws were not put to writing. This unwritten character of the laws contrasts with the codes and statutes of a modern state. Laws were not analyzed as concepts or doctrines. The youth of the Iroquois and Huron did not go to a ‘law school’ to learn the laws. There were no professional experts. Rather, the tribal members assimilated unwritten laws as young people. They did so through ceremonies, public feasts, dances, lacrosse matches, songs, initiations into the adult tribal community, and the like. With a modern state, texts are very important. But with an Amerindian tribe, a natural object, such as a plant or animal, usually symbolized the legal order. The symbol connotes a religo-magical character (Trigger, 1985, pp. 102-03). The symbol, called a totem, did not represent some concept in a metaphysical structure lying behind the totem. Rather, the clansmen experienced the symbol in their day to day lives. Members of the same totem clan, for example, could not intermarry. Nor could they eat the totem species. Tribal members did not debate whether a law ordered a member to act in a certain manner. Nor did a tribal member ever reflect upon the goodness of a practice which s/he took as law. Rather, the tribal member experienced the symbol/totem in her/his day-to-day life. The end of all practices, the symbol, addressed each person’s experiences. The symbol spoke to the addressee.

Amongst the Iroquois, for example, the death of a member of one’s tribe by an outsider might cause a war. The death of one member affected each and all in the tribe because members supported each other physically and socially as they sought out a subsistence living. The unwritten practices of the Iroquois required that a victim’s tribe seize a member of the offending tribe in order to compensate for the loss of the victim. Failing compensation, the tribe sought retribution by killing the offending individual, scalp his head as a trophy to the offended tribe (Trigger, 1985, p.97). Precisely because such a practice was so intertwined with the personal experience of having lost a clan member, any one event possessed several interpretations, depending upon which clan and which tribe interpreted the event. And yet, the “sentencing” experience itself was accepted by all as lawful. The unwritten laws were lived. Sophocles’ Antigone described just such laws when she exclaimed in her infamous defence in a passage, cited by Aristotle as the authority for natural law thinking, that the “great unwritten, unshakable traditions” were “alive, not just today or yesterday: they live forever, from the first of time, and no one knows when they first saw the light.” (Sophocles, 1962, line 504-08). The tribal member experienced a law through her/his body, not as an object of cognitive reflection.

Thirdly, because the survival of certain tribes was so dependent upon nature, the Amerindian tribes closely associated their unwritten laws with the natural condition. The customs of different tribes varied from one physical locality to the next, depending upon the environmental context where the tribe lived (R Douglas Francis, 1982, pp. 4-18). The eastern Algonkins did not recognize a distinction between the natural and supernatural, between the body and mind, for example, as did the Jesuit priests who had brought the beginnings of European science with them (Bailey 1969, p.133). Tribal members were preoccupied with surviving the rugged Canadian winter. All signs about the duration and the rigour of a coming winter and the prospect of little or great amount of foods which would result: such signs took on a divine character.

More generally, the environing world of the Amerindians drew superhuman and magical powers from the environmental contexts of subsistence living. These spiritual powers were believed to control one’s destiny. Spiritual rules and taboos, for example, surrounded the hunting practices of the Micmacs who occupied present-day Nova Scotia, northern New Brunswick, the Gaspe Peninsula, Prince Edward Island, and Cape Breton Island. (Martin 1991, pp. 193-96). The Micmacs saw themselves as connected with a whole coherent ecosystem where each animal respected the other. Unwritten customs associated with such an ecosystem prohibited excessive hunting. Customs regulated the remains of dead animals. Rituals surrounded the killing and processing of animal carcasses. What “is” in nature ought to be. There was no distinction between what “is” and what “ought” to be, between posited laws and natural laws. Such a distinction, of course, is fundamental to the legal positivism in a modern legal discourse.

During recent years, particularly in Canada, the laws have been transformed as lawyers and judges have read their own environing world into the customs of the Amerindian claimants and defendants in Canadian courts. Sometimes, especially in the more serious confrontations with the Canadian legal order, such a displacement is exhibited in all its naked violence. This transformation has taken place as lawyers cognitively enclosed the customs of the tribes with the doctrines and categories of a modern legal discourse. The tribal laws have remained unwritten and, therefore, unrecognized in the modern legal discourse. Tribal laws were sometimes not even communicated through the spoken word. Rather, tribal customs were ‘known’ and lived through the experiential bodies of tribal mem-
The Concealment of Amerindian Legal Authority inside a Modern Legal Discourse

Let me be more specific by referring to the constitutional context of what the United Nations has called, three years in a row, as the most preferred country in which to live on earth. Canadian constitutional discourse, when confronted with claims of indigenous land claims, has presupposed what H.L.A. Hart attributed to an imperative theory of legal authority. (Hart 1994, pp. 18-25). The latter associates legal authority with a hierarchy of judicial officials. At the pinnacle of the hierarchy is situated an historically contingent sovereign author with supreme and unlimited authority to make orders backed by the threat of force. There is much in Canadian constitutional discourse surrounding aboriginal land claims which manifests such an imperative theory. Both statutes and judicial texts presuppose that an ultimate source – the Crown – owns title to all land. The Royal Proclamation of 1763, for example, stated that ultimate sovereignty rested with the Crown. The Royal Proclamation stated that the aboriginal peoples could retain their lands until the Crown, as the founding author of the juridical structure, ceded the lands to the aboriginal peoples. The Crown reserved land for the Amerindians. The tribes authoritatively possessed land only by virtue of the judicial officials recognized in the modern legal discourse.

One can appreciate how the European legal discourse assimilated the tribal laws into the European discourse when one reads the Proclamation closely. In addition to reinforcing the pyramidal hierarchy of the European legal structure, the Royal Proclamation, in the Indian version of its preamble, considered the tribe as synonymous with the nation. The Proclamation associated a single language with a European nation and yet, the Amerindians had spoken several hundred languages. Shared cultural practices are often considered important in the identification of a nation and yet, each Amerindian tribe identified with a different totem and, most certainly, considered itself as different from the next tribe.

Higher court decisions have deferred to this pyramidal (or sometimes called patriarchal) and imperative sense of legal authority to this day. Although the Canadian Supreme Court has recognized the legal right of indigenous inhabitants to possess their lands in Guerin v. The Queen, for example, such a right of possession has been held subject to the unlimited 'ultimate title' of the King of the state. The original inhabitants may not alienate their land without first conveying the land to the Crown, according to Guerin. The Crown, in turn, may sell the land to a third party if the Crown claims and if the Crown in fact acts on behalf of the original inhabitants. In deferring to such a pyramidal sense of authority, the Guerin Court situated the land claims of the indigenous peoples within a secondary language meant for expert knowers alone. Such a specialized and scientized language privileged the trace of authority to some transcendental source, the King.

The Canadian courts have immersed an unwritten, bodily, experiential sense of legal authority, shared amongst Amerindians, into the secondary signifying relations of the legal discourse. The secondary discourse differentiated the Amerindian claims from the specialized language which the professional knowers recognized as their own. The professional language concealed the languages of the Amerindians. For example, the judges in Guerin deferred to Chief Justice Marshall of the United States Supreme Court who, in Johnson v. M'Intosh, had recognized that the Head of modern state, not the Amerindians tribes, owned all land. Although the original inhabitants possessed legal claim to possess their land, according to Marshall, C.J., “their rights to complete sovereignty, as independent nations, were necessarily diminished” by virtue of the imperative sense of authority. In Marshall’s words, the “original fundamental principle” gave “exclusive title” or “absolute title” to the invader. Such an “original fundamental principle” also granted the “just claim” of the first inhabitants to possess their land. Possession, yes; title, no. According to the Guerin Court, such an aboriginal claim of possession pre-dated the Royal Proclamation, the Indian Act and all other executive and legislative provisions. That is, the legal discourse of a modern state was held to pre-date the language which the professional knowers now wrote. Such a claim to possession, though, was subordinate to the prior exclusive title in the Crown to own all land.

Why did the language of professional knowers privilege the aboriginal right to possess land prior to the European invasion? Why did such a language privilege the exclusive title of the Crown – the sovereign 'author' of all authoritative writing – to all land in the Crown?

These questions can only be understood in terms of the sense of authority which the British and then Canadian common law courts have taken for granted as a 'given'. The quest for an arche has resulted in the exclusion, ignorance and concealment of the bodily, experiential, unwritten sense of authority shared amongst Amerindian tribes prior to the European invasions. As Lord Watson stated in the Privy Council decision of St Catherine's Milling & Lumber Co. v. The Queen, again accepted by the Supreme Court of Canada in Guerin, “there has been all along vested in the Crown a substantial and paramount estate, underlying the Indian title, which became a plenum dominium whenever the title surrendered or otherwise extinguished.” The European sense of authority not did and could not
allow the tribal laws to exist outside the cognitive doctrines and procedures of the modern legal discourse. The signifying relations of the modern state “totally dominated,” just as Lord Watson acknowledged had to be the case. Lord Haldane also deferred to the master legal discourse of a modern state and its privileging of a supreme source of all laws in the Head of the pyramidal structure of authority in Amudu Tijani v. Secretary, Southern Nigeria. There, Haldane described the “radical or final title of the Sovereign” as ultimately underlying all rights of the original inhabitants to possess land. The Head of the modern state owned “a pure legal estate,” he stated. By inference, all other inhabitants possessed an impure legal title. More, the secondary scientized language of lawyers imposed a right of private property onto the indigenous peoples even though many Amerindian tribes, especially the nomadic tribes of the Western plains and of the Arctic Inuit, shared property as a communal heritage. Indeed, to the extent that ‘property’ involved an exclusivity of possession, it was even difficult to describe Amerindians as sharing communal property.

Finally, the master discourse of a modern European state has privileged a patriarchal view of authority. This patriarchal view, I have suggested, contrasts with the bodily experienced customs of the early Amerindian tribes. Legal authority in the modern state emanates from a supreme paier who is believed to transcend the particular experiences of each individual citizen. The aboriginals could only sell their property to the patriarchal Head of the modern state; once property was sold, the Head had fiduciary duties toward the aboriginal peoples; this fiduciary relationship took “the nature of a private law duty.” The paternalism was so overpowering that the Supreme Court held in R v. Sparrow, for example, that the Head of the authoritative structure did not even have to consent of aboriginal inhabitants in acting as a trustee. The Head could extinguish the right of aboriginals to fish in certain waters “in a manner necessarily inconsistent” with the continued enjoyment of aboriginal rights.” And how could the Head do so? Through legislative enactments which the Head – by this time, the Parliament – had enacted as “a complete Code”. Of course, in contrast with the unwritten customs of many aboriginal tribes, the “complete Code” was written. All that mattered was that “the Sovereign’s intention be clear and plain.” And that requirement would be met, according to the Sparrow Court, if the Head were able to justify its extinguishment of an aboriginal claim in terms of a “valid objective” of the modern state. One such “valid objective”, of course, was the prevention of harm to the indigenous population. To prevent harm to the indigenous populace constituted a “valid objective” which the expert knowers of the master discourse, not the indigenous clans and tribes, considered “compelling and substantial”. Such justifications, made in the name of the indigenous inhabitants but through the imperative sense of authority of a modern state, “are not to undermine Parliament’s ability and responsibility with respect to the creating and administering overall conservation and management plans.” Parliament’s goals must remain supreme in ‘fact’ as well as in legal theory. The assimilationist project of modern legal discourse is complete. The experiential, unwritten, gestural sense of authority of Amerindians has been swept into the language familiar to the

expert knowers of the master discourse. The cognitive objects of the expert knowers have disembodied the lived practices of the indigenous inhabitants subly, un-selfconsciously, and in ignorance of a bodily sense of legal authority.

Even the efforts of well-intentioned scholars and constitutional reformers have worked to conceal the formerly lived sense of authority shared amongst many indigenous Amerindian tribes. For one, the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples in Canada has associated legal authority with a singular “source” – its term or source or final grounding. (Royal Commission, 1992, pp. 16-32) The Report of the Commissioners even italicizes the word “source” for emphasis. Legal rights are said to inhere in the “origins” of authority. In the view of the Commissioners, the “source” or “origins” of authority rests with the aboriginal peoples as juridically defined persons. Although the Royal Commission defers to the aboriginal peoples as the “inherent source” for their own rights, the nomenclature which the Royal Commission adopts takes for granted the sense of authority which privileges the cognate over the gestural, the written over the unwritten, and a rationality over the experiential. More, the Royal Commission pictures the authority of the laws of aboriginal peoples in terms of a pyramidal hierarchy of a modern state. The aboriginal peoples are to have “governments” which “co-exist” “under the Constitution [of course, written] with Federal and Provincial governments.” The Royal Commission analyzes “the inherent source” of indigenous laws in terms of such a pyramidal hierarchy of authority. Even the “right of self-government” is situated at the pinnacle of a series of vertically hierarchized “sources” of law. Finally, the Report once again leaves it to the Head of the modern state to “circumscribe” the supreme principle of the indigenous peoples (that is, the “inherent right of self-government”). The aboriginal governments will be “sovereign” “within a certain constitutional sphere.” And the expert knowers of the term, “inherent right of self-government” will be expected to situate the term within the language of the secondary master genre: “it is essential that any new provision be justiciable as soon as it is passed.” The courts will recognize such a justiciable right once the right is situated in the basic text called “the Constitution”, it is believed. The Royal Commission carries through with the earlier European sense of a sovereign authority even though one is hard pressed to uncover such a concept of sovereignty in the historical records of the indigenous inhabitants of the present-day Canada. The unwritten, bodily, authorless and experiential sense of law amongst Amerindians did not presuppose an ultimate “source” or “foundation” to their laws. The sense of law of the Amerindians did not associate legal authority with a source or foundation.

During the fall of 1992, the Federal and ten Provincial Governments called f to the final victory of the authority of the modern European state. The Minister asked that the Canadian public approve a series of amendments to the basic constitutional text in a national referendum. The Canadian electorate eventually defeated the amendments, known as the 1992 Charlottetown Agreement. In that spirit of the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, the text of the Agreement
redefined the tribal members as "Aboriginal Peoples". The text also provided in section 41 that "the Constitution should be amended to recognize that the Aboriginal peoples of Canada have the inherent right of self-government within Canada." The newly constructed, singular juridical person, "Aboriginal Persons", was recognized as possessing the right of self-determination. More, the expert knowers of the master discourse alone were granted the authority to interpret such an "inherent right". More, in the spirit of the modern sense of authority, the aboriginal peoples were recognized as being organized into governments with patriarchal heads. The aboriginal governments were to be recognized as "one of three orders of government in Canada." Section 47 of the Charlottetown Agreement then re-situated the "inherent right of self-government" into a subordinate position vis-à-vis the federal legislature as a source of law:

A law passed by a government of Aboriginal peoples, or an assertion of its authority based on the inherent right provision may not be inconsistent with those laws which are essential to the preservation of peace, order and good government in Canada.

The term "peace, order and good government" was not a new one. Expert 'knowers' have interpreted the phrase, "peace, order and good government", for over one hundred and fifty years through a series of widely divergent legal tests. The dominant constitutional discourse of the modern state has transformed and displaced the unwritten, bodily, experiential, authorless sense of legal authority into the constitutional doctrines of a modern state.

Conclusion

Order in thought. Violence by thought. The en-force-ment of violent thought in a modern state. The assimilation of the lived laws of the clan into the cognitive objects of the juridical surrogates of the modern state. At issue are two radically clashing senses of "what is legal authority"? The King's legal order leaves it to a transcendent Source to save that order. The King is dead. God save the King.

Notes

3. (1832), 8 Wheaton 543, 21 U.S. 240.
5. (1921) 2 A.C. 399 (P.C.).
7. A similar provision was also included in the Joint Parliamentary Committee Report issued on March 2nd, 1992. The latter provided that the Constitution should "guarantee" "the fundamental right of the aboriginal peoples to self-government."


